
InsideTracker is an essential part of my training camp. They’ve really helped me hone in on the 

best nutrition plan for me, which has benefited my performance and recovery in so many ways.”

SHALANE FLANAGAN, OLYMPIC MEDALIST, NEW YORK CITY MARATHON CHAMPION AND INSIDETRACKER AMBASSADOR

“

ABOUT INSIDETRACKER

WHY INSIDETRACKER

OUR MOST POPULAR PLANS

GETTING STARTED IS AS EASY AS 1…2….3. 

SELECT A PLAN 1. GET A BLOOD DRAW
(AT A LAB OR AT HOME)2. UNLOCK RESULTS 

AND ACTION PLAN3. 

Every day, there’s a new wellness trend: “Eat that; do this; avoid those!”  InsideTracker is an ultra-personalized 

performance system that analyzes data from your blood, DNA, lifestyle and fitness tracker to guide and help 

you live, age, and perform better. Transform your body’s data into true knowledge, meaningful insights and 

customized Action Plans of science-backed, nutrition, fitness and lifestyle recommendations.

Ultra-personalized

Powered by science, technology and you, we deliver truly personalized guidance.

Real-time & holistic

The only system that integrates real-time physiomarker data from your fitness 
tracker with your blood and DNA biomarker data to provide new levels of 
precision and customization.

Optimized, not “normal”

We don’t merely show the “normal” biomarker zones, we show the optimal 

biomarker zones that are best for your body.

Most robust & comprehensive

43 biomarkers

Ideal for athletes, life 

performers and goal chasers

Ultimate
$589 

High-impact starting point

13 biomarkers

Ideal for athletes

Essentials
$189

Calculate your real age from 

the inside

Up to 18 total biomarkers

Ideal for healthspan seekers

InnerAge
$179

Reveal your genetic 

potential

Easy at-home DNA test kit

Up to 261 genetic markers 

analyzed

DNA Kit
$249

Science-backed

Each recommendation is backed by science, rigorously reviewed and directly 
linked to a published, peer-reviewed scientific journal.

Track progress & calibrate

Track your progress and adjust based on real-time feedback from your body. 

INSIDETRACKER


